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ion benaviour of slaughter pig groups passing a Hoenderken single-file race of different length
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N £ : . fe investigated the locomotion behaviour of groups of slaughter pigs driven through different Hoenderken
~ races (H. s.-f.races). 

Of bbe three experiment variations we formed passing groups of 1 to 10 animals. Only about 50 per cent of 
^  Passed the single-file race. The passing refusal behaviour of the whole group occurred most frequently 
kg ̂  latLons. Wide driving ways had a favourable influence on the locomotion behaviour of the pigs but they 
*9 w*len entering the single-file race. Narrcw driving ways to the races had a guiding function.
'9 ̂  Sections (¿4 m) induced the pigs to enter the single-file race. The average number of pigs per pas- 
^  ^  WaS ak°u *" ^ Pig3 - ® le results of this experiment shew that the function principle of the H. s.-f .race

given driving mode must be called in question because it is impossible to separate pigs in motion.

^  Single-filing of pigs out of a group plays an important role in animal breeding and marketing as
u]' ^  in tih- ^9 Premortal field- Frcm the ethological point of view, there has been no optimal method for single-
, t-Sfg respect to construction and technology so far. Moreover, there are only sporadic experimental results 
\ . ences

■ teu■ces

available in literature on this field. HOENDERKEN (1976) introduced a three-step single-file race 
appreciated all over the world up to now, and in many slaughter houses the projecting of single-

lcti,
is based on this method. 
°nals, . j)t principle, however, must relatively often be changed due to adjustments to slaughter house condi- 
CtlCal investigations shewed that the function of single-file races could only be maintained by expo-

, sV j.
k .  ^

^hinial:

Shoul^ l -  frcm the ethological point of view. Proceeding frcm these observations definitive investiga
te kces d 126 carried out, dealing with the behaviour of pig groups driven through nodified Hoenderken single- 
^ W  It: sh°uld be the objective of the experiments to investigate the practical relevance of the H. s.-f. 

e ethological point of viSri or to effect its further improvement.

s to strong stress promoting driving means (electrical driving stick). GRANDIN (1982a, b) referred

k a

^  e three experimental driving races which are to be investigated and situated in a closed experinen- 
‘Hfferent in the width of the driving way or/and the length of the final single-file section (Figu-

'  '''ere r-i ^vered with black tarnished metal sheets. The driving way as well as the single-file race were
inside

, -------  ------ ------ --------- — m e  J -  C

^^im^ ^ n a t e d  by halogen bulbs. The average illumination intensities measured in three places 
’nta-*- box differed from 110 to 416 lux.
- ^ ¿ h e _experiments: After the pigs stayed in a resting pen for 2 hours groups of 10 pigs (random 

brought to the starting pen for settling for a period of 60 seconds. After this, the experiment 
"yai °VS ^  P±g touchlessly by means of rhythmical shouts and clapping noise (driving flapper

^  1 >n hlS rvtiber h o o ts '> throu^i the driving way and the experimental single-file race while standing

' ^  Criteriä:

k^kind the last pig.

% ^  starlit^ ^  first pig entered the experimental box) until the last pig of the group entered the boxx -------------
i-, 'st, j bbe moment when the first pig (the one that enters the single-file section first) entered

ai*l final section of the single-file race
ks r,_ ^ ^ t i l  all pigs of the group passed the exit (— fixation of the position number at the exit) .

up to the entering of the experimental box (by the pig)^  b*16 latency time from the start-sign
thi

time a11 Pigs between the second and tenth of the group need to get through the driving way and
face.
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width
2.35 m
2.35 m 
1.60 m

0.95 m

0.65 m

0.45 m 
0.45 m

Figure 1: Setup of the experimental Hoenderken single-file race including the driving way (ground plarl)

■ft
Every singl^file experiment variation was related 30 tires on several days. "Passage willingness", P35* J  <f 
fusal behaviour of each individual pig arri the whole group (quantity; percentage) as well as the p*>S&  ^
all animals were evaluated. According to the nunber of passing pigs per group passage groups were f j  
each passing pig was assigned depending on its position in this group (reasured at the exit) . For r e a s ^  ̂  
measuring technology the exact determination of passage tires had to be restricted to the above n e n t i ^  
tena. We tried to determine the confidence intervals for statistic assurance.

RESE T S  AND DISCUSSION: The statistic data are describe in the tables 1 to 3 (supplerent 1) .

Passage behaviour: The number of pigs passing the single-file race in relation to the total nunbei ^
animals per variation (in per cent) lead to the results in the following order:
1. variation I: 50.7 per cent
2. variation III: 47.3 per cent

uti 
1 (*

3. variation IX: 43.7 per cent.

Hie occuring groups of passing animals consisted of 1 to 10 anirels. The global evaluation of the ful1 
tion of chances by the animals in taking a certain ^sition within the group points out that variation 
position 9 and 10), followed by variation III (advantages in position 9 and 10), had the best positi^1. ^  1' 
Variation II can be characterized -nearly without exception- as the "least passed" variation (except P05' ¿ A  
8, 9, 10). For all variations applies the rule that f»sition nunbers and passage frequency d e v e l o p  in

to tP0
Required passing times: The passing tire of first anirels of variation I with the shortest driving 
first section (8.2 sec) was similar to that in variation II (8.1 sec) and lower than that in variati^ * ^  

(8.5 sec) . On the way from the start to the single-file sections 2 and 3 lost of tire was rrade up * *  ^  vU: 
section 2. vl 10.9 sec, vll: 11.5 sec; vIII: 11.6 sec; start to section 3: vl 14.5 sec; vIII: 15'1 ® jl 
.2 sec) . Best passing tire was registered for variation I through the single-file sections 1 and 2 

section 1. vl 2.7 sec, vIII 3.1 sec; vll 3.4 sec; section 2: vl 3.7 sec, vIII 4.1 sec, vll 5.3 sec.)' 
section of variation I is 2 m  longer than those of variations II and III. For this, their passing tiJI,eS
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The sequence of the average passing time of the first pig of passing groups through the experimental 
hox including the Hoenderken single-file races ”1)

«6

6̂<ÜS

Jn) ( x)to section 1' ' (n) to
passing time 
section 2(x)

frcm start 
(n) to section 3 (x) (n) to exit door

(30) vll (8.1 sec)a (30) vl (10.9 sec)b (29) vl (14.5 \b,csec) (25) vIII (24.0 sec)c
(30) vl (8.2 sec)a (30) vll (11.5 sec)13 (28) vIII (15.1 *b,csec) (24) vll (26.8 sec)d
.(30) VIII (8.5 sec)a (30) vIII (11.6 sec)b (27) vll (16.2 sec)C (22) vl (28.4 sec)c

U  S1:ances from start to section 1 were 8 m  in vl and 10 m  in vll and vIII.
16 2: sr^iuence of the average passing time of the first pig of passing groups through the experimental 

«.^^^etken single-file races"!)

section 1
(2.7 sec) 

vlll (3.1 sec)' 
vll (3.4 sec)‘

(n)
passing time through 

section 2 I(n) - section 3
(29) vl 
(28) vIII 
(27) vll

(3.7 sec)' 
(4.1 sec)'

25) vll (10.1 sec) 
24) vIII (10.3 sec) a,b

(5.3 sec)a,1?(22) vl (13.4 sec)'

(n) - whole single-file race
(25)
(24)
( 22)

vIII (16.1 sec)
v l l
v l

(19.0 sec) 
(20.0 sec)1

CT-'fefoTe "I and 2:
tire differences between sections and the whole distance within variants (</!= 0,05). 

Î 1,116 (¿S^icients = non-significant differences {*C -  0,05); Unequal coefficients 
 ̂ erences between variants are all non-significant.

significant differences.

' Totches with the electrical driving stick per_animal respectively the number of withdrawal reactions 
^  Pig (investigated in enterprise B and c; x +  s-)

(n) touches per pig
(42) 14.2 +  9.2

(161 ) 2.0 + 1.9

withdrawa 
(n) section 2

Is
(n) section 3

(67) 0.67 j- 1.06 
(58) 0.2

(66) 1.1 + 1 . 4

^ ^ Cort?3arable with variations II and III. The first pigs in variation II were tne quickest from the start 
^ s e c t i o n  (8.1 sec) and also through the final section (10.1 sec). But they were slower than the ani- 
^  st^^i^tion I and III through the section 1 and 2. The first animal in variation III needed most time frcm 
•̂1 g ^ 1"0 1:116 first single-file section (8.5 sec) . From the start to the final section they were placed second 
(he 1:0 tlle exit first (24.0 sec). Through the whole single-file race the first pigs of variation III

^  to (16.1 sec) compared to variation II (19.0 sec) and variation I (20.0 sec) . This sequence applies
^  6 Passing tires of the first pigs through the whole experimental box. There were large deviations in all

S (individual pigs, groups, single-filing, total distance) , especially for the first pig in the final 
, n sPite of these large deviations there was an increase of passing times of the first pigs through

 ̂tti) 6 Actions 1 to 3 (significance of the passing tire of variation I frcm the sections 1 and 2 (2 m) to 3
u, +-u^  ̂ uae total passing time) - variation II from section 1 (2 m) to section 3 (2.50 m) and total passing

V̂ Ti«tan 'lation i n  from section 1 as well as frcm section 2 (each: 2 m) to the total passing time (increased 
cion

^ e s

W.. n ll®haviour, conflict behaviour)).

, ^ practice: We observed single-filing processes under practice conditions in three modified H.
Tt enterprise C 2.0 (+1.9) touches per animal with the electrical driving stick (each' contact lasted 

" Were applied. In enterprise B, each of the observed pigs got an average of 14.2 (+ 9.2) touches with
• In all three enterprises 50 to 80 per cent of the predensified pigs turned back and went to 

S sh°rtly after they entered the starting pen in the widest single-file section. Only 3 to 5 animals
^  the single-file race in enterprise B unshocked. We registered 1.1 (+ 1.4) n = 66) withdrawal 

^ ^ M.th ‘U n  the final section and 0.67 (4- 1.06J n = 67) withdrawal reactions in single-file section 2 inVs
\  ^  fi.

\  ^  Generalai, groupmodified alternative behavioural patterns which are characterized by pronounced explora-

3, n enterprise C the average withdrawal rate was 0.2 in single-file section 2. Thus we can say that

%
’ sUch

' increasing group densities, neglect of individual floor space, fear of unknown environmental si-
JnSJOw  93 flowing water, restrainer, angles of driving ways and others

v UUr GXPeriments in experimental Hoenderken single-file races made us conclude the following:
11 Per cent of the test pigs passed the single-file races. The passage groups that occured con-
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sisted of 1 to 10 animals.
- In all variations passage refusal behaviour occurred mostly in complete groups, corrpared with the

fregency of the other passing group sizes.
Narrow driving ways to the races had a'guiding function for the animals when they entered the single- 
tions (variation III, best passage times)

■sLong final sections (- 4 m) induced the pigs to pass the single-file race, provided that the pigs had ̂  
the sections which are before it (variation I, best passing behaviour of the test animals through the

in

sections).
- The average number of pigs per passage group was 5.
- The passing time per section required by first animals increased from the first to the last section

three variations (deterrence effect, conflict behaviour, jam situations, withdrawals, increased e « # * 9*  
behaviour).

- All passage tines were marked by large deviations caused by withdrawals, acute exploratory behaviour, °cĈ  
rence of aggregations of first and following pigs within one group especially in the final single-file

The results of the experiments can be confinted by investigations in modified Hoenderken single-file r a ^  
practical conditions.

The results of our investigations shew that an effective management of Hoenderken single-file races in Pr^ 5.

itis Vand under the extremely variable and the given driving conditions have to be called in question as $ 
sible to single-file larger groups of pigs out of a motion and without any stress-promoting driving ^ ^  
pages, jam situations, aggregations, increased exploratory behaviour and passage refusals occur e s p e c i ^

. be i i<P:HP-  -i -------  —- i.ci.uoaj.a
the second and final single-file sections. The management of already existing H. s.-f. races can not -  ^

the moment for general application as length and width measurements of each single-file section as ^

é

sizes of oriven groups are typical for slaughter houses and, thus, extremely different.
In general we should concentrate on the following:
- to cover the walls of singl^file races and total illumination in order to avoid shaddows on driving ̂

in single-file races.
to make the Hoenderken single-file race blockable in the back as the single-filing of all animals 
out of a motion is not yet possible,

- to design narrower and shortened driving ways,
- an extended final section of the single-file race (at least 4 pigs),

of on®

"pb
------------ -J— --------.------ - ,

to single-file groups of about 10 pigs as the average number of pigs in passing groups was 5 under 
less driving". The driving person can reach all animals without difficulties.

- deliberate reduction of driving pressure in jam situations in the final section, ^
adjustment of the singl^file races to the slaughter and production process under consideration e^
behavioural mechanisms in the technological basic conception.

The results we gaimed and which are not yet satisfactory make it necessary to continue research work 
as to develop new single-filing concepts of practical relevance.

st&,adi
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